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The ¿-PP in the French examples in (304) must follow the NP le toÍt, that is,
the position of the functor phrase is fixed. Iæaving the ¿-PP in íts base position
in 1á9¡, however, would lead to a conflict';ith the requírcment in (25), according
to which the ¿-PP must be moved. Apparently, this conflict leads to the
ungrammaticality of the examples in (29). However, if the complement of the ¿ì-

Piis a clitic, movement of the functor phrase into SpecFP, which in (27) and

(28b,c) accidentally proceeds through SpecPb.P, is possibte From this, it follows
that these clitic dative constructions are grammatical.

7. Conclusiofi

In this paper, we discussed inalienable possession in location¿l coDstructioos

without a(n overtly realized) accusative object. Following Hale and Keyser
(1993), we argued that in a subset of these cases, the dfuect object has i¡cor-
poraled into the main vqb, and hence that the analysis for inalienable possesslon

in locational constructions with an accusative object in (2) covers these cases as

well.
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The spread of the reflexive adjunct middle in the Limburg
dialects: 1885-1994

Leonie Corníps

0. Introduction

It is intriguing that in Standard Dutch, urìlike other Germanic languages such as

English and German, a special kind of a middle construction shows up, namely
the so-called adjunct middle in (1).1 In general, it is assumed that the adjunct
middle has the following characteristicsr (i) the logical subject argument is
s,'ntactically absent but semantically plesent, (ii) the glammatical subject, such as

deze zaql 'this half in (1a), denotes a location and (iii) the adYerb, such as

gemal*elijk 'easily', has to be present (if therc is no focus intonation or negation)
(cf. Hoekstra & Roberts (henceforth: H&R) 1993, Ackema & Schoorlemmer
(henceforth: A&S) 1994/95) and Keyser & Roeper 1984); SD : Standard
Dutch):

(1) .SD a. Deze zaal zingt gemakkelijk
this hall sings easily

SD b. Dit bed slaapt gemal*elijk
this bed sleeps easilY

Interestingly, in Staldard Dutch another kind of construction exists which is at
first sight similar to the adjunct midclle in (1), namely the instrumental
construction in (2). In (2), however, the grammatical subject does not denote a

location, but an instrument:

(2) SD Deze inkt schdjft goed
this ink w¡ites well

An interesting issue that adses is to what extent the instrumental constructíon in
(2) conesponds to the adjunct middle in (1). Recently, the two kinds of
constructions have been discussed by H&R and A&S. In A&S, it has been
Drooosed that in the instrumental construction the logical subject argument is not

I I woùld like !o thanl Hans Broekhuis, Marcel den Dikken Ând Aafke Hulk fol their vÂluâble

comments on ân earlier version of this papel and Mariame Stårren for questioning spealers of the

Heerlen dialecl.
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syntactically present, as is the case in the adjunct middle. In H&R, however, it
has been argued that in the instrumental construction the logical subject argument
is realized as the granmatical subject. Thus, A&S's proposal differs from H&R's
proposal in that in the former but not in the latter the two cotrstructions are
analyzed on a par and, hence, tltey have a similar underlying struchrre. It is
relevant to note that since in Standard Dutch the instrumental cons¿rugtion and the
adjunct middle have similar surface struchlres they do not provide direct clues for
one of the two proposals.

It is noteworthy, howeve¡, that some language va¡ieties of Dutch, e.g. the
Limburg dialects, show morphological marking in middle constructions. This is
shown in tlle following example of an impersonal middle taken from the Limbulg
dialect. (3) indicates that this dialect differs from Standard Dutch in that it makes
use of the rcllexive zich. Generally, it is assumed that in the impersonal middle,
like (3), (Ð the pronoun 't 'it' is an expletive subject and (ii) in addition to the
advetb lekker 'nicely' (cf. (1)), the locational PP, such as op d¡ue stool 'or' thls
chair' is obligatodly present (SD : Stardard Dutch, LD : Limburg dialect):

(3) *SD/LD 't zit ztch lekker op dizze stool
iE,er sits REFL nicely on this chair

The purpose of this paper is to examine whethe¡ in the Limburg dialects tlle
instrumental construction and the adjunct middle have an identical underlyíng
structure (cf. A&S) or not (cf. H&R), or rather, to what extent the dialects of
Limburg distinguish between the adjunct middle and tlle instrumental construction
by means of the reflexive zich. In order to get a better insight into the syntactic
properties of the instrumental construction and the adjunct middle in the dialects
of the province of Limbug I will describe their geographical distíbution in 1885
and the changes in it between 1885 and 1994 (cf. section l).?

With respect to the Limburg dialects, I $,i11 demomtrate that (i) all middle
constructions require the refTexive zich, (ii) since 1885 the instrumental
constructiol has undergone a syntactic change such that it has become a reflexive
middle construction and (íii) from a geographical and chronological point of view
the adjunct middle in (1) follows the impersonal middle in (3) (cf. section 2). We
will see that neithe¡ the proposal of H&R nor the proposal of A&S can fully
account for the diachonic data we will encounter. This paper \ryill be concluded
with a possible analysis that (i) accounts for the presence of zicå in the middles in
the Limburg dialects and (ii) accounts for the geographical and chonological
implicational relationship betv/een the adjunct and impersonal middle in the
Limburs dialects .

' In rhis paper, I will no! discùss the design of the survey ¿nd dìe methodology lhat is used to collecf
the datâ (cf. Goossens 1989 ånd Cornips 1995).
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1. The geographical distribution oÍ the instrumental construct¡on and the adiunct
míddle ín the dialects of Límburg ¡n 1885 and 1994

In tlìis section, I will present â detailed geographical distribution of the
insFumental consûuction and the adjunct middle, based largely on datâ from the
Limbug dialects but also taking into consideration data from the suÍounding
dialects in Belgium (Flemish) and Germany (Rlineland) (cf. Cornips 1995). In
order to gain a better insight into the syntactic properties of the instxumental
construction and the adjunct middle, I will first describe their geographical
disûibution in 1885; subsequently I will outline the 1994 state of affairs.

l.l The ¡nstrumental constructíon and adiunct míddle in 1885. Wìth respecr to
the instrumental const¡uction based on the verb schríjven'wdte' the geographical
distribution can be described as follows. First, the Flemish and Limburg dialects
only use the instrumental construction as is exemplified in (4). Note that this
consûuction is the Standard Dutch vadant (cf. (2), Fl = Flemish):

(4) 1885 Fl Hasselt a Dieën aenkt schif gout
1885 LD Maastricht b Deen ink shief good
1885 LD Helden c Daen ink schriefe gôd

this ink writes well

Secondly, in the Rhineland dialeqts twú variants of the instrumental construction
show up. The most frequent orle is the Standard Dutch variant as illustrated in
(5a). Strikingly, there are, however, two out of twenty-seven places that combine
the instrumental construction with the reflexíve zich, namely Dússeldof and
Grevenbroich, as shown in (5b,c). Note that oeither Standard Dutch nor Standard
German (cf. Fagar¡. 1992) allows this reflexive instrumental construction. (Later, I
will discuss these reflexive variants in more detail, RD = Rhineland dialect):

(5) 1885 RD Aachen
1885 RD Düsseldorf
1885 RD Grevenbroich

got
zích 1ol
zich god.
REFL well

a Der
bDi
cDa

this

Enk schief
Tint sh¡ifft
enk scbrif
ink writes

If we concentrate on the Limburg dialects, tlìe data so f show that i¡ these
dialects the instrumental conslruction is construed similar to Standard Dutch. Let
us h¡rn now to the geographical distuibutior of the adjunct middle

The geographical distdbution of the adjunct middle differs considerably from
the instrumental construction in that (Ð more vadants show up and (ii) the
different variants are restricted to certain areas.

Again, the Flemish dialects only use the Standard Dutch adjunct middle:
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(6) 1885 Fl Zoutleeuw
1885 Fl Tienen
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a Deë zoal zingt gemâkkelek
b Deeë zoäl zingt licht

this hall sings easily

In contrast, the Limburg and Riineland diâlects use the reflexive impersonal
middle, as is illustrated in (7a) and (7b,c), respectively (cf. (3)). Note that the
expletive et i¡ the Rlineland dialects is, just as 'impersonal middle' ¿s in
Standard German, not only ¡estricted to sentence-initial position in main
declarative clauses. This kind of expletive co[esponds to Standard German es
tlnt has a distdbution similar to referential subjects (Fagan 1992:45) or the
Standard Dutch expletive hetl

(7) 1885 LD (fth)Posterholt a In dej zaaL zirLgt 't zich goed
1885 RD Lechenich b En däne sal sengt et ric¿ god
1885 RD Aachen c Ine der zaal singt et sich gemäckl

in this hall sings ít REFL easily

Furthermore, in the Rhineland dialects also the constructions in (8) occasionally
show up. Interestingly, in cont¡ast to the indispensable 'impersonal middle' ¿J in
Standard German, these impersonal middles lack the expletive subject. Of course,
constructions like (8) are only grammatical if the expletive element does not
occupy the first position in the sentence (cf. (3)):

(8) 1885 RD Cranenburg a In den z^l zingt zich liclii
1885 RD Steele a/d Ruhr b In dann zal zt\Et zich godd

in this hall sings REFL easily
1885 RD Waldfeucht c En det bett shliëpt zech good
1885 RD Kempen d En det bet sbloep zicå jut

in this bed sleeps RlFt-easily

Strikingly, the Limburg and Rhineland dialects do not only use the reflexive
irnpersonal middle but in these dialects also the reflexive adjunct middle arises:

(9) 1885 LD (north) Hetden a Dae zãl zinkt z¡ch göd
1885 LD (north) Stevensweert b Die zâl zit:tk z¡g hg
18E5 RD Büderich c Der saal sengt sicl¿ legt

this hall sings REFkasily

In addition, with respect to tlìe two kinds of reflexive intransitive middles, a
distinction has to be made between the nofhem part and the southern part of the
province of Limburg since only in the former but not in tlË latter does the
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reflexive adjunct middle arises. Consider the following contrast in (9a,b) and
(10c):3

(10) 1885 LD (sth) Maastdcht a
1885 LD (stÐ Epen b

1885 LD (south) c

In die zaol zlnk et zech gemekelek
In dn zaal zi'rgt 't zich good
in this hall sings it REFL easily
*Deze zaal zilLgt (zich) good
this hall sings REFL easily

Table 1 gives an overview of the Limburg and Rhíneland data:

Table 1: Disrributíon of the instramental and intransit¡ye m¡ddle constructions ¡n
1885

1885 south of Limburg north of Limburg Rhineland
+ zich - zich * zich - zich + zich - zich

impersonal middle o.k. * o,k. * o.k. *
adjunct middle * {: o.k. + o.k. d:

instrumental + o.k * o.k o.k o.k

The findings so far can be captured as follows. It is evidert that in 1885 in the
Lirnburg dialects the instrumental construction and the adjunct middle cannot be
heated on a par. The dialects in the rorthem part combine the adjunct middle
with the reflexive zích. This reflexive, on the other hand, is excluded in the
instrumental construction. What is more, ill the southern dialects the i¡shumental
construction is fully grammatical ',vhereas it is clear that the (reflexive) adjunct
middle cannot be construed in that area. We will discuss this findines more
extensively i¡ section 2.

Furthermore, with respect to the dependent yariable area, table 1 reveals a
pattem that involves an implicational relation between the impersonal middle,
adjunct middle and the instrumental consffuction (see bold print). That is to say,
it sho\¡,s that the reflexive instrumental conshuction implíes the existence of the
reflexive adjunct middle whe¡eas this latter, in its tun, implies the existence of
the reflexive impersonal middle.

1.2 The syntact¡c chan?es ín the Limburg dialects between 1885 and 1994. The
geographical distribution of the vadants of the adjunct middle and the
inskumental construction has changed &astically between 1885 and 1994, The
first important change is that the adjunct middle with the ¡eflexive zich, i.e. Íhe
no¡them Limburg varialt, has become fully acceptable in the southem dialects of
the province of Limburg. This syntactic charge is illustrated in (11):

- The area that inclùdes rhe locårions Geleen and Sittard distinguishes the southem part of Limbùrg
from the northern pârt.



The most striking change, however, is that today all Limburg dialects allow the
refTex\ve zich in the instrumental constluctíon, as can be seen in (12b) and (13b):

(11) 1885 LD (sth)Heerlen

1885

1994 LD (sth)Heerlen

(12) 1885 LD (sth)Maastricht a
1994 LD (sth)Heerlen b

(13) 1885 LD (nth) Helden a
1994 LD (nth) Swalmer b

1885 - 1994

reflexive irnpersonal
reflexive adjunct
reflexive instrumeltal
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I dar bet shliëpt er zich goot
in this bed sleeps í-EXPL REFL well*Dit bed slaapt ¿iclr lekker
this bed sleeps REFL easily
Disse stool zit zich lekket
this chat sits REFL easily

Deen ink
Dieze ink
this ink

shrief (*zich) good
sjrtef zich plqzeerig
wrítes RBFL well

scb.riefe (*zich) gôd
sjrief zích plezerig
wdtes REFL well

So far, it has become clear that the dialects in Limburg demonstate
interesting syntactic changes through time and space. In sum, after 1885 (i) the
¡eflexive adjunct middle, i.e. the northem Limburg valiant, has become fully
grannatical in the southem Limburg dialects and (ii) the instrumental
construction with the reflexive zich has emerged and ít has spread tfuoughout the
diâlects of the province of Limburg, too. Furthermore, in addition to the Pattem
irì table 1, tâble 2 reveals from a geographical and chronological point of view
that the creation of the reflexive instrumentâl middle follows the reflexive adjunct
middle whereas this lâtter follows the reflexive impersonal middle. Thus, ít is
virtually certain that the spread of the reflexive adjunct middle has led to the
appearance of the reflexive instrumental construction as a new variant.

Table 2: The syntoctic changes in the Limburg díalects (1885-1994)

Daen bk
Deze ink
this iDk

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes

yes

soutll of Limburg north of Limbulg Limburg
1885 1885 1994

From the above, the following interesting questions arise: (i) why is zicl¿
unglammatical in the instrumental construction in 1885 whereas it is fully gram-
matical i¡ 1994? (ü) why is zicÞ present in middle constructions? and (iii) how do
we account for the geographical and chronological inplicational relationship
between the reflexive impersonal middle, the reflexive adjunct middle ând the
reflexive instrumental construction? I will address these questions in the
followins section.
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2. Towards a possible o.na.lys¡s oÍ the reflex¡ye adjunct middle

2.1 The presence oÍ zich. From the above, it is obvious that in i885 (i) the
northem Limburg dialects distinguished the adjùnct middle fiom the irìstrumental
construction by means of the reflexive z¡ch añ (ä) in the southem dialects, in
contmst to the (reflexive) adjunct middle, the instrumental construction was fully
granmatical. With respect to the reflexive, the contrast between the adjunct
middle and the instrumental construction can be âccounted for if we assume that
the implicit a¡gument in middles is reflected morphologically in the Limburg
diâlects, that is to say, that zlc¿ manifests the absorption of the logical subject
(where absorption should be taken to be neuÍal with regard to the va¡ious
theoretical instantiations of this phenomenoî) (cf. ZvbizaÍeta 1987, Hulk &
Comips (henceforth: H&C) 1994). If the assumption given above is on the ¡ight
hack, it does not come as a surprise that in the Limburg dialects ¿lc¿ shows up
in othe¡ kinds of constructions in which it is generally assumed that an implicit
argument is present too, for example, in impersonal passives and inchoative
constructions, such as (14a) and (14b), respectively (cf. Comips & Hulk 1996)
(HD: Heerlen Dutcb):

(14) Heerlen Dialect a 't
EXPL WAS

b De papieren
the papers

Furthermore, we can account fo¡ the absence of the reflexive zich irL the
instrumental conshuction if we assume that this kind of consûuctiotr lacks an
implicit argument, that is to say, its gmmmatical subject must be analyzed as the
logical subject. According to H&R (1993:218), this assumption is suppofed by
the following observations. The contrasts in (15) and (16) indicate that in Dutch
the verb in the instrumental construction differs f¡om the verb in the adjunct
middle in that (i) it can be combined with a different kind of adverb, for example
d¡k'thick' and (ii) it can be construed as a Íânsitive verb, e.g. with a direct
object, such as de letter o in (15a) and (16a), respectively (cf. H&R 1993:218):

(15) a Deze inkt schrijft dik/goed
b Deze stoel zit (*dik)/goed

this in.k/chair writes/sits thick/well

(16) a Deze inkt schrijft de letter o goed
this ink writes the letter o well

b *DezÊ zaal ziîgl een lied goed
this hall sings a song well

HD

zich gewessle
REFL \À/ashed

waaien zich uit de doos
blow REFL out the box
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Let us tum now to the question of the diach¡onic development of the
instrumental construction without a reflexive in 1885 ínto a construction with a
¡eflexive.in 1994. This syntactic chârge can be explained if we assume t¡at thg
(transitive) verb in the instrumental construction which can be argued to project
the logical subject a¡gument into synlax has undergone 'middle formation' since
1885 and. as a result a ¡eflexive variant has emerged. So. the idea is that
nowadays the reflexive instrumental construction and the adjunct middle can be
treated on a par. If the reflexíve instrumental construction (cf. (12b), (13b)) is
indeed comparable to adjunct middles, we would expect it to have otìer proper-
ties of adjunct middles as well, i.e. we would expect that it leads to an un-
grammatical result if we combine it (i) with a different kind of adverb or (ii) with
a direct object (cf. (15)-(16)). As is illustrated by means of the. ungrammatical
examples in (l7a) ard (17b), tespectively, lhis expectation is borne out. Thus,
the occurrence of zich gaes hand in hand with a process of deüansitivation or
medialisation:
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(20) sD a
HDb

(21) sD a
HDb

ñ-.- ñâñ hêÞfr

?*Deze pen heefL zich
this pen has REFL

goed
goed
well

geschreven
geschreven
wntIen

Crucially, zich does îot orìly manifests the absorption of the logical subject but it
also acts as an aspechral marker (cf. HeC ß94). To see this, compare the
following adjunct middles in Statrdard Dutch and Heerlen Dutch. The presence of
zich it tlrc (b)-sentences determines the event struch.ue fo¡ the entire sentence,
namely presentational aspect. First, the ungrammaticality of (18b) i-ndicates that,
as opposed to (18a), the reflexive middle only allows the present tense. Secondly,
unlike (19a), it leads to an ungrammatical result to combine the adjunct middle itr
(19b) with a durative adverb, such as qltíjd 'always'. Hence, the reflexive in ths.
adjunct middle alters (sub) parts of events that are characterized by the verb:

(18) SD a Deze schoenen hebben lekker gelopen
HD b ?*Deze schoenen hebben zich letker gelopell

these shoes have REFL nicely walked

pen schrijft altíjd goed
pen schrijft zich (2*altijù goed'
pen writes REFL always well

The fact that zich alleß the aspectual and temporal properties of the entùe
sentence and not only the Aktionsart of tlle verb can be accounted for if we
tentatively assume that zich irdicates a functional projection AspPhase which
must be outside the VP (cf. H&C 1994 for a more extemive discussion whether
z¡ch is rhe aspectual head or it occupies the SpecAspP position). The relevant part
of the structure is: [o$r zich [u"...

2.2 The derivation oÍ the adianct middle. Recall that we still have to account for
why, chronologically, the reflexive impersonal middle precedes the reflexive
adjùnct middle and this latter, in its turn, precedes the reflexive in,strumental
construction (cf. table 1 and 2). Iæt us propose that this implícational lelationship
can be accounted for if we assume that (i) the adjunct middle is created on the
basis of the existing reflexive impersonal middle and that (ii) this creation has
become productive to such an extent that the instrumental construction has
undergone middle formation and as a result a reflexive Yadant has emerged. To
this end, conside¡ the two kinds of middles in the following (a)- and (b)-
sentences. As is clear ftom (22), the impersonal middle requires the preposition
whereas in the coresponding adjunct middle the subject NP shows up without
this preposition:

(22\ a it-ExPL V REFL ADV P NP
a' Het slaapt zích goed in dit bed
a" Het schrijft zich goed met die Pen
b NP V REFL ADV
b' Dit bed. slaapt zích goed
b" Deze in(1 schdjft zicl¿ goed

According to H&R the relationsbip between the impersonal middle and the ad-
junct middle is to some extent similar to the Dutch complex adjective construc-
tions with the frame 'it is PP nice for to V' ând 'NP is nice for to V', as

demonst¡ated in (23a) and (23b), respectively. These constructions share the same
property as the middles irL (22), thar is to say, the (a)-se ence lequtes the
preposition while in the (b)-sentence the subject NP shows up without the
preposition:

Deze
Deze
this

(17) 1994 HD a

1994 HD b

(19) SD a
HDb

Deze ink schrijft (?*ziclr) dik
this ink wdtes REFL thick
Deze inkt schrijft (xzích) de letter o dik
this ink wdtes REFL the letter o thick

Deze schoenen lopen altijd lekker
Deze schoenen loper' zích (?*altíjù) leyker
these shoes walk REFL alwavs nicelv

Given the assumption that the reflexive instrumental construction is structually
identical to the adjunct middle, we would expect the same contTasts show up. As
(20) and (21) demonsûate, this expectation is indeed corlect:



(23) a, Het is in Amsterdam leuk om te wonen
it is in Amsterdam nice for to live

b Amsterdam is leuk om te wonen
Amste.rdam . is nice for to live

However, it seems that this relationship does not hold more generally. If it is
i¡deed the case that the complex adjective constructions like (23) share the same
property as the middles n Q2), we would expect them to exp¡ess the same relat_
ionship with other verbs that have the frame ,V-pp' as well. As can be seen from
(24b) arld, (25b), this expectation is not borne out for the (b)-examples srill
require the locational preposition:
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Het is in deze zaal prettig om te zingen
it is in this hall nice for ro sing
Deze zaal is preftig om x(in) te zingen
this hall is nice for iu to sing

(24) a

b

(25) a Het is i¡ dit bed prenig om te slapen
it is in this bed nice for to sleep

b Dit bed is prettig om *lin) te slapen
this bed is nice for in to sleep

It is for this reason that I assume t¡at the creation of the adjunct middle can be
ac:9] nt:d fo¡ if we partially adopt the proposal by A&S in which the a junct
middle is derived from an underlying PP by means of incorporation of the p,",,^n
into the verb, as is illushated in (26). The process of incorporation accounts for
the facts that (i) the preposition in the impersonal middle really ,disappears' in
the adjunct middle, (ii) the NP subject is still interpreted as a locatron or
instrument as a result of function composition by which the ve¡b exDresses the
combined semantics of the verb and the pb./i",,. (cf. A&S) and (iii) unlike the
impersonal middle, it is only possible to derive the adjunct middle if some
syntactic requirements are met (see (28) - (29) below).

Q6) a V ....lÞp [Pr""/i",t NP]l
b V + Prodi",ì. t"" t6 Npll

Accordi¡g to A&S, incorpomtion takes place at a presyntactic level and it h.as
to take place if the logical subject is semantically arbitary and as a result, caDnot
project in syntax. By incorpo¡ation, the Np embedded in the pp becomes the
argument of the complex verb (cf. (26b)), and, since there is no other NP_
argument available at LCS tlìis NP is p¡ojected as an external aÌgument. In the
Limburg dialects, there is, however, no a priori reason why incorporation has to
tâke place at a presyntactic level since the Limburg dialects express middle
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constructions morphologically. Note also that A&S (1993:69) 'expect that in a
language where a middle construction is rtot matked rnorphologically (as opposed
to passives, LC) it is derived presyntactically' . Consequently, I assume that in the
Limburg dialects the proces of incorporation will take place at the syntactic level.
Thus, the adjunct middle is derived by incorporation of P,o.,,",, into the verb.
Since in the impersonal middle the PP is obligatorily present it is tather clear that
this PP is a complement of the verb in which the preposition incorporates (cf.
A&S 1994:85 for a more extensive discussion). By incorporation, thc comple-
ment of the preposition tums into a direct object of the complex verb. What is
more, since the Limburg dialects mark both passives and middles morphological-
ly it can be argued that, as in passives, this object becomes the Fammatícal
subject by meâns of NP-movement to receive nominative câse. Note that in the
Limburg dialects the verb can always assign (abstract) dative case both in the
impersonal and in the adjunct middle. However, only the element z¡ch, w'\hke a
lexical NP, is able to absorb this dative case:

(27) a *Het slaapt Pietd", goed in dit bed
it sleeps Piet well in this bed

b +Jan slaapt dit bedd"t goed
Jan sleeps this bed well

Furthemore, consider the following relative clauses in which the ¡elative
ptotroün waar 'whe¡e' has been exÍacted from t¡e PP (so-called R-extraction, cf.
Van Riemsdijk 1978). Only if the PP is an adjunct does it constihrte a baüier for
R-extuaction whereas it is fully graÍunatical if the PP is an argument, as can be
seen in (28a) and (29à), respectively. Consequently, incorporation or deriving an
adjunct middle is blocked if the PP is an adjunct (cf. (26b)). Frorn this, we may
probably conclude that exffaction of t¡e prepositional head of the PP¡""7¡*" should
be allowed for, too.

(28) a

b

restauranÍ waari het preftig lpp in ¡i] eet
restaurant where it nicely in eat
restaurant eet pretfrg
restaurant eats nicely

Q9) a het bed waar, het prettig lpp in ti] slaapt
the bed where it nicely in sleeDs

b Dit bed slaapt prettig
this bed sleeps nicely

F¡om the above, we may conclude that in the Limburg dialects a syntactic
rule of incorporation is allowed if (Ð the PP is the ve¡bal complement and (ii) if
the NP is t¡e complement of the locative or i¡strumeltal P. In that case,

??het
the
??Dit
this
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incorporation or middle formation creates an adjunct middle out of an underlylng
locative or i-os lrumeDml preposition.

3. Conclusion

In this paper I have presented syntactic chatrges that have taken place in the
dialects of Limburg between 1885 and 1994. The most importânt change is that
incorporation or middle formation which creates an adjunct middle out of a

locative and instuumental PP has become a productive process such that this rule
comes to cover a larger area, in particular, (i) the adjunct middle with ziclr, e'g
the northem Limburg vadant, has expanded to the south and further to the north
and (ü) the iDstrumental construction has come to undergo middle formation and
as a result a ¡eflexive vadant has emerged.
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Ternary rhythm in Sentani

Nine Elenbaas

0. Introductíon

The st¡ess system of Sentaní, a Papuan language spoken in Northern Irian Jay4
combines the properties of rhythmic binarity and ternarity.r In this paper we will
have a look at these patterns, and I will propose a coDstraint based analysis within
the framework of Optimality Theory. I will argue that two constuaints !\,hich has been
proposed for other so called ternary stess pattems like those found in Estonian and
Chugach Alutiiq result in ungrammatical forms as the optimal caldidate in Sentani.
These constraints are Panse-2 (Kager 1994) and LAPSË (Green & Kensto\¡¡icz 1995).
Both refer to metrical constituent sûucture. I will propose a different constaint,
*LApsÉ, which is defined as a rhlthmic constuaint a¡d refers to the grid ody. This
conshaint allows us to analyse the data of Sentani correctly.

L Obsenat¡ons

Before we can address the main issue of this paper, we have to look into the stress
pattems in general. This discussion will result in a preliminary list of constraints that
appeax to be active in Sentani.

LI Stress pattems. In Sentani main stress falls on the penultimate syllable, when the
final syllable is light and on the final syllable when this syllable is heary. Closed
syllables and diphthongs are heaiT, open syllables are light.z In the examples /j/
represents the palatal-alveolar fticative and /y/ the palatal glide.

(1) a ijaxawáte
b omòxoyg!

'they always explain /clarify'
'not do'

I The analysis of Sentani stress is based pafly on dara given in Cowan (1965) and M. Hartzler (19?6),
butmostly it is based on datâ collected by the âurhor during fieldwork in lrian Jaya in the fall,of 1994.
I am grâtetul to the Netherlands Foundation for Advancement of Tropioal Research (WOTRO) and tbe
Research lnstitute for Lâ¡guâge and Speech (OTS) for their financial suppoG which made this fieldwork
possible. I would like to thank René Kag€¡ and Jan Don and an anonymous ¡eviewer for usefi¡l
comments on ân earlier version of this pap€r.

2 In monosyllabic content words there is a vowel lenglh conttast.
la/ 'voice, word' /ro/ 'egg' lya I 'rain'

lrol 'man' lyÀl 'day'
This poinis in the direction of subminimal words and Degenerate Feet. I will not address thìs issue in
this pap€r.


